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Introduction: The ultimate origin of the many classes of chondrite meteorites has been a vexing problem since 

they were first recognized more than 150 years ago.  Three years ago Johnson et al. [1] proposed an impact jetting 
origin for chondrules.  That model was criticized on the grounds that it did not provide a basis for compositional 
complementarity between chondrules and matrix materials, a problem that has recently been exacerbated by the dis-
covery of complementary matrix/chondrule W isotopic abundances [2].  Connelly et al.’s [3] finding that individual 
chondrules in the same chondrite may differ in age by millions of years further complicated this issue.   

Model: We believe that we can resolve these difficulties with a model inspired by the ALMA observations of 
dust bands in protoplanetary disks such as HL Tau and TW Hya [4,5] .  Although these dust bands are observed only 
at great distances from their host stars (10 to 100 AU), we hypothesize that in the (currently unresolvable) inner 
disk, dynamical processes led to a similar radial separation of dusty domains separated by gas-dominated zones, a 
separation perhaps enforced by interaction with growing planetary embryos aided by dust-gas interactions.  We call 
these dusty domains “fiefdoms” after feudal estates whose self-sufficient economies required only minimal interac-
tions with their neighbors.  In a similar way, we propose that each individual dust band was the birthplace of a dis-
tinct class of chondrite.  Impacts (or other nebular processes:  This proposal is independent of any specific chon-
drule-forming mechanism) among Moon-size and larger protoplanets within each dust band (fiefdom) created chon-
drules which then, along with undifferentiated dust, gradually accreted into locally-sourced asteroid parent bodies 
over the ca. 3 Myr lifetime of the nebular gas, perhaps dominated by pebble-accretion processes.  Each band thus 
preserved a distinctive chemical and isotopic signature inherited from its original location in the nebula.  When the 
gas dissipated, gravitational interactions among now-massive protoplanets destabilized their orbits and led to a final 
stage of violent collisions and growth of a small number of bodies to final planetary dimension, a process that may 
have been aided by a “grand tack” migration of one or more giant planets [6], leaving behind the solar system as we 
currently find it.  Although no currently investigated dynamical mechanism predicts the formation of such separate 
dusty domains, we believe that the facts of chondrite ages and compositions demand such a structure during the gas-
rich phase of the early solar nebula. 
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Brief Description: Distinct chondrite classes, complementarity of chondrules and matrix, and chondrule ages togeth-
er argue for the existence of long-lasting, distinct domains ("fiefdoms") in the protoplanetary nebula during the 
chondrule-forming era. 
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